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Abstract As a starting point of this paper we present a problem from mammographic image 
processing. We show how it can be formulated as an optimal control problem for 
PDEs and illustrate that it leads to penalty terms which are non-standard in the 
theory of optimal control of PDEs. 

To solve this control problem we use a generalization of the conditional gra
dient method which is especially suitable for non-convex problems. We apply 
this method to our control problem and illustrate that this method also covers 
the recently proposed method of surrogate functionals from the theory of inverse 
problems. 
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1. Motivation from medical imaging 

For many years medical imaging has aimed at developing fully automatic, 
software based diagnostic systems. However, the success of those automatic 
systems is rather limited and the human expert is as much responsible for the 
final diagnosis as in previous years. Hence, growing effort has been devoted to 
enhancing the techniques for presenting the medical images as well as additional 
information. 

In Germany a particular effort is made in mammography, i. e. X-ray scans 
of the female breast for early detection of breast cancer. The process of exam
ination by the medical experts is divided into a very short recognition phase 
(< 1 sec.) and a second verification phase (w 1 min.). 

During the recognition phase, the expert first recognizes the coarse features, 
then more and more fine features. Tests have shown, that the experts usually 
form their decisions during this very short recognition phase. Nevertheless, the 
verification phase is the more critical one. The critical and difficult cases, where 
the recognition phase does not end with a preliminary diagnosis, most often 
applies to women in the early stages of cancer. During the verification phase 
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the expert shifts forwards and backwards, thereby alternating in examining 
small details and in catching an overall impression of the location of critical 
patterns within the organ. 

This process can be supported by presenting the expert different versions 
of the original image during close up and normal subphases. More precisely, 
the expert sees a version with contrast enhanced small details in a close up 
phase ('fine scale'), while he sees an image which preserves all major edges 
but smoothes within regions ('coarse scale') during the normal phase. For 
enhancing fine details in mammography images a variety of algorithm have been 
proposed. Many of them are based on the wavelet transform due to its property 
of dividing an image into different scale representations, see for example [8] 
and references therein. 

In this work we deal with the development of an optimized presentation 
for one cycle of the verification phase. To put the problem in mathematical 
terms, we start with a given image yo assumed to be a function defined on 
fi := [0,1]^. The fine scale and the coarse scale image are denoted yf and yc 
respectively. Under the natural assumption of finite energy images we model 
them as functions in 1/^(0). The goal is, to produce a movie (i.e. a time 
dependent function) y : [0,1] —> L^(r2), from the given images ya, yj and yc 
such that 

• the movie starts in yo, i. e. yifi) = yo, 

• the movie sweeps to the fine scale image and to the coarse scale image, 
e. g. y{t) « yf for t G [.2, .4] and y{t) « y^ for t e [.6, .8], 

• the movie sweeps in a "natural" way. 

An example for a mammography image, a fine scale, and coarse scale image is 
shown in Figure 1. As a first guess one could try to make a linear interpolation 
between the fine scale and the coarse scale representation. This method has one 
serious drawback: It does not take the scale sweep into account, i. e. all fine 
details are just faded in rather than developing one after another. 

Hence, more advanced methods have to be employed. In this article we show 
a solution of this presentation problem based on optimal control of PDEs. To 
simplify the presentation we only model a sweep between two images in the 
following. 

2. Modeling as an optimal control problem 

2.1 PDEs and control problems in image processing 
Parabolic partial differential equations are a widely used tool in image pro

cessing. Diffusion equations like the heat equation [15], the Perona-Malik 
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1 
Figure 1. A mammography image. Left: original image j/o, middle; fine scale image y/, 
right: coarse scale image j/c 

equation [11] or anisotropic equations [14] are used for smoothing, denoising 
and edge enhancing. 

The smoothing of a given image yo e Z/̂ (f2) with the heat equation is done 
by the solution of the equation 

yt-Ay = 0 in [0,1] x O 

y^ ^ 0 on [0,1] X dfl 

2/(0) = yo 

where yi^ stands for the normal derivative, i. e. we impose homogeneous Neu
mann boundary conditions. 

The solution y : [0,1] —> L^(ll) gives a movie which starts at the image yo 
and becomes smoother with time t. This evolution is also called scale space 
and is analyzed by the image processing community in detail since the 1980s. 
Especially the heat equation does not create new features with increasing time, 
see e. g. [6] and the references therein. 

Thus, the heat equation is well suited to model a sweep from a fine scale 
image t/j to a coarse scale image t/c- Hence, we take the image yj as initial 
value. To make the movie y end at a certain coarse scale image j/c instead of 
its given endpoint y{l) we propose the following optimal control problem: 

Minimize 

subject to 

Jiy^u) = -J\y{l)-yc\ 

yt-Ay = u in [0,1] x 0 
yu = 0 on [0,1] X dQ 

y{0) =- yf-

'dx + -III 
0 n 

u\ dxdt 

In other words, the diffusion process is forced to end in yc with the help of a 
heat source u. 
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2.2 Adaption to image processing 
The above described problem is classical in the theory of optimal control 

of PDEs, though not well adapted to image processing. The solution of this 
problem may have several drawbacks: The control u will be smooth due to the 
regularization and have a large support. This will result in very smooth changes 
in the image sequence y and, more worse, in global changes in the whole image. 
To overcome these difficulties, different norms can be used for regularization. 
A widely used choice in image processing is to use Besov norms because they 
are appropriate to model images. Besov norms can be defined in different 
ways, e. g. in terms of moduli of smoothness [13] or in terms of Littlewood-
Paley decompositions [7]. Here we take another viewpoint and define the Besov 
spaces via norms of wavelet expansions [3,10]. For a sufficient smooth wavelet 
^ the Besov semi norm of a function / on a set M c R"' is defined as 

g/p 

I/IB,1„(M) = E 2^''2^'^^"'^'^'E !(/'^'.^>)!" 
i.k 

where j is the scale index, k indicates translation and i stands for the directions. 
The Besov space B^ JM) is defined as the functions / e U'{M) that has a 
finite Besov semi norm. See [7,10] for a more detailed introduction to wavelets 
and Besov spaces. 

One particular Besov space plays a special role in image processing: the 
space B-y'-^ (M). This is because it is close to the space of functions of 
bounded variation BV{M) which used to model images [12]. Especially one 
has Bf^^{M) c BV{M). In the following we use the scale ^^^^([0,1] x Q) 
of Besov spaces and the wavelet norms 

with the weighting sequence Wj = 2^-'P2-'^P^^)'^/^. 

2.3 The solution of the PDE and the control-to-state 
mapping 

The solution of the heat equation is a classical task. If we assume that the 
initial value yf is in L'^{n) and the control u is in L^([0,1] x f2) the solution 
y is in L'^{Q, 1, H^{fl)) n C([0,1], ^^(fi)). Especially y is continuous with 
respect to time and the point evaluation y{l) makes sense, see e. g. [9]. 

In our case the solution operator u t~^ y is affine linear, due to the non-zero 
initial value. We make the following modifications to come back to a linear 
problem: We split the solution into two parts. The non-controlled part y"' is the 
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solution of 

y^-Ay^ - 0 

2/"(0) = yf 

and the homogeneous part y'^ is the solution of 

y» = 0 ^'^ 

(both with homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions). Then the solu
tion operator G : u >-^ y^ of equation (1) is linear and continuous from 
L2([O, 1], L2(J7) ) to L 2 ( 0 , 1, H^{n)) n C([0,1], L 2 ( ^ ) ) . With the help of the 
point evaluation operator we have the control-to-state mapping K : u<-^ y^{l) 
linear and continuous from i^([0,1], L^(Jl)) to L^(f2). Then the solution is 
y = y" +y'^ and we can focus on the control problem for y^. 

Together with the thoughts of the previous subsection we end up with the 
following minimization problem: 

minimize J{u) = -\\Ku ~yc + 2/"(l)||i2(n) + "NlB|^^x[o,i]xn)- (2) 

3. Solution of the optimal control problem 
The minimization of the functional (2) is not straightforward. The non-

quadratic constraint leads to a nonlinear normal equation which can not be 
solved explicitly. Here we use a generalization of the conditional gradient 
method for the minimization. 

3.1 The generalized conditional gradient method 
The classical conditional gradient method deals with minimization problems 

of the form 
mm F{u), (3) 
«sc 

where C is a bounded convex set and F is a possible non-linear function. One 
notices that this constrained problem can actually be written as an "uncon
strained" one with the help of the indicator functional 

With $ — Ic, problem (3) thus can be reformulated as 

min F{u) + $(«). (4) 
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To illustrate the proposed generalization, we summarize the key properties 
of F and $: F is smooth while ^ may contain non-differentiable parts. The 
minimization problem with $ alone is considered be solved easily while the 
minimization of F is comparatively hard. The influence of $ is rather small in 
comparison to F. 

With these assumptions in mind, the conditional gradient method can also 
be motivated as follows. Let u E H be given such that $(w) < oo. We like to 
find an update direction by a linearized problem. Since $ is not differentiable, 
we only linearize F: 

min{F'{u)\v)+<^{v). (5) 
veH 

The minimizer of this problem serves as an update direction. 
So this "generalized conditional gradient method" in the (n + l)-st step reads 

as follows: Let w„ e / / be given such that $(««) < co-

1 Determine the solution of (5) and denote it u„. 

2 Set s„ as a solution of 

n i i n F{Ur,, + s{Vn - « „ ) ) + $ ( u „ + s{Vn - Un))-
se[0,i\ 

3 L e t Un+l = Un + Sn{Vn - Un). 

To ensure existence of a solution in Step 1 we state the following condition: 

ASSUMPTION 1 Let the functional $ : i? —> ]—oo,cx)] be proper, convex, 
lower semi-continuous and coercive with respect to the norm. 

Standard arguments from convex analysis yield the existence of a minimizer 
in Step 1 of the algorithm [5]. So if F is Gateaux-differentiable in H, the algo
rithm is well-defined. The convergence of the generalized conditional gradient 
method is analyzed in detail by the authors in [2]. The main result there is the 
following theorem. 

T H E O R E M 2 Let $ satisfy Assumption 1 and let us assume that every set 
Ft = {u € H \ ^{u) < t} is compact. Let F be continuously Frechet 
differentiable, let F + ^ be coercive and UQ be given such that $(uo) < co. 
Denote (un) the sequence generated by the generalized conditional gradient 
method. 

Then every convergent subsequence of{un) converges to a stationary point 
ofF + ^. At least one such subsequence exists. 

Two remarks are in order: First, we notice that the theorem is also valid if 
the functional F is not convex. Second, the theorem only gives convergence 
to a stationary point which may seem unsatisfactory, specially if one wants to 
minimize non-convex functions. But this does not have to be a drawback, as 
we will see in the next section: 
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3.2 Application to the control problem 
To apply the generalized conditional gradient method to the optimal control 

problem (2) we split the functional J into two parts as follows: 

F{u) = - | | ^ w - 2 / * | l i 2 f m - ol l^ '" - | | / \ u - y |lL2(n) - ^ll"llL2([0,l],i2(f2)) 

A, , 
'""L2([o,l],L2(n)) + "l"WrB|p([o,l]xn) ^{u) = ^| | t( | l i2no.iix2m))+"l"(*)r 

where y* = yc^y"( l ) and A > 0. The non-differentiable part $ clearly fulfills 
Condition 1. Moreover, the level sets Et are compact, if s > 3(2 — p)/{2p) 
because then the embedding i?p_p([0,1] x 0) c -/^^([0,1] x Q.) is compact. 

The derivative of F is given by 

F'{u) ^K*{Ku-y*)-^Xu, 

and hence the minimization problem in step one of the generalized gradient 
method reads as 

mm {K*{Ku - y*) - Xu\v) + ^\\vf + abWI^»_^([o.iixn)-

which can be written as in terms of wavelet expansions 

™j" Y^ ( {K*{K{u - y*) - Xu\tiJij^k){v\'ipi,j,k) 
i,j,k \ 

+ •^{'"\^i,3,k? + awj\{v\iPij^k)\A-

This minimization problem is equivalent to 

mm Y. \^\{K*{K{u - y*) -Xu- A^lt/;^,,,^)^ + awj\{v\iji^,^k)? 
i,j,k \ 

Now the minimization problem reduces to pointwise minimization in the basis 
coefficients of f. This can be done analytically by the expression 

V = Sawj/\iu) = J2 ^awj/x{{u " X~'^K*{Ku - y*)\lpij,k))'^i,j,k 

where Sa is the a shrinkage function given by 

G~Ux) p > 1 
"^ ' ' sign(x)max(|x| — a,0) p=l 
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with Ga,p{x) — X + apsign{x)\x\P~^. 
To sum up, the generaUzed conditional gradient method for the control prob

lem reads as: 

• Initialize with UQ and choose parameter A > 0. 

• Calculate direction Vn = S^w-/\{''J-n) 

• Calculate step size Sn such that Jiu^i "l~ ^ni'^n ~^ '^n)) ŝ minimal. 

• Update Un+i = Un + Sn{vn — w„) and set n ^- n + 1. 

REMARK 3 The choice of the step size can be done analytically for p = 2 
and p = 1 easily with just one evaluation of the operator K (again we refer to 
[2] for details). Furthermore, one can choose an approximate step size which 
decreases the functional J nevertheless. This is always the case is the step size 
is small enough. 

3.3 Equivalence with the method of surrogate functionals 
In this subsection we will point out, that the above proposed algorithm for 

minimization problems of the form 

J{u) = \\\Ku-ff + a\u\% 

is an extension of the method of surrogate functionals as proposed recently 
by Daubechies, Defries, De Mol [4]. This method is based on the so called 
surrogate functional 

J{u, a) = J{u) - h'lKu - Kaf + h\u~- af. 

One notices that J{u, u) — J{u). The minimization of J is done by alternate 
minimization of J with respect to the variables a and u. Since minimization 
with respect to a just gives u = a one can rewrite this iteration as 

Un+i = argmin J{u, Un). 

In [4] it is proved, that this minimization leads to the iteration 

Hence, the method of surrogate functionals produces the same sequence as the 
generalized conditional gradient method with A = 1 and step size equals to 
one. Furthermore, in [4] is it proved, that the produced sequence converges 
strongly to a minimized of J if the sequence of weights Wj is strictly bounded 
away from zero. 

Our result shows, that the method of surrogate functionals can be interpreted 
as a gradient descend method. Again, we refer to [2] for a more detailed 
description. 
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Figure 2. Images used for illustration. Left: fine scale image, right: coarse scale image. 

4. Application 
Here we show the application of the above described methodology. Since 

the effects can be seen more clearly in artificial images, we will not use original 
images. The artificial images we used are shown in Figure 2. 

For illustration we use the values p — 1 and s — 3/2 + e > 3/2 in the 
minimization problem (2), since this is close to the i?y-norm and we have 
-BM^"^^([0, 1] X fi) C L2([O, 1] X f2) compactly. 

The results are presented in Figure 3. The figure shows a comparison of the 
linear interpolation, the pure result of the application of the heat equation and 
the result of the optimal control problem. One sees that the linear interpolation 
is only fading out the details. In the uncontrolled result (middle column) the 
details are vanishing one after another but the process does not end in the desired 
endpoint. The result of the optimal control problem (right column) exhibits both 
a nice vanishing of the details and end in the given endpoint. 

5. Conclusion 
We have seen that the application of the theory of optimal control of PDEs 

to image processing problems is a fruitful field of research. Besides promising 
result, even for easy models like the linear heat equation, new interesting math
ematical problems arise, like the treatment of non-quadratic penalty terms. For 
future research, better adapted PDEs (like the anisotropic diffusion equations) 
could be investigated. 
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Figure 3. Comparison of different movies. Left column: linear interpolation between yf and 
Pc from Figure 2. Middle column: Solution of the heat equation with initial value j / / . Right 
column: Solution of the optimal control problem (2). 
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